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ABSTRACT: Self-adaptation endows software with the ability to adjust its behavior according to the changes in its
environment. It is an effective approach in dealing with many changing dynamics, such as ubiquitous computing spaces.
However, adaptability will significantly complicate software implementation and brings great challenges to software
engineering practices. This paper presents an engineering approach for self-adaptive software, which systematically enables
the reuse of software adaptation on three levels: software architecture, development process and run-time middleware. A
novel conceptual model is proposed as the foundation of this work at first, in which each software entity can imitate the
reacting/joining behavior pattern of the individuals in natural adaptive systems. And then, mainly based on the enhancement
of component technology, this conceptual model is mapped into a practicable and reusable software architecture. A software
factory with a model-driven development process definition and a middleware prototype supports the proposed architecture
at runtime are presented. Several applications have been developed to validate the effectiveness and generality of our
approach. A novel software engineering method for self-adaptive software is proposed in this papier, which systematically
enables the reuse of software adaptation on three levels: software architecture, development process and run-time middleware.
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1. Introduction

Ubiquitous applications are supposed to run on omnipresent devices and provide services with minimized distraction. To
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achieve this goal, they should be adaptable, i.e., be able to react to changes in their environment or user requirements [1-3]. The
adaptability significantly complicates software implementation. In the past decades, software engineering principles, such as
architecture and middleware, have been acted as effective means to deal with complexity by promoting software reuse [4].
Likewise, solid software engineering methodology should be applied into the construction of adaptive ubiquitous applications
too [2].

In order to promote the reuse of adaptation in the construction of ubiquitous software, three challenges are brought to software
engineering practices:

• How to melt adaptability into software high-level design instead of just in concrete codes? An important feature of software
engineering is that it facilities the reuse of high-level design, such as architecture and design patterns, among different applications.
However, at present, the adaptation process is usually implemented in the form of programming language features such as
exceptions and algorithms such as fault-tolerant protocols which are both highly specific to the application and tightly bound
to the code [3].

• How to develop adaptive software in an engineering way instead of the current ad-hoc method? Many ubiquitous computing
systems are developed ad hoc based on existing software engineering principles which is supposed support the development
of software running in a predefined and static environment [5]. It seriously hinders the real application of self-adaptive software.

• How to provide runtime infrastructure for adaptive software instead of building everything from scratch? Run-time infrastructure
promotes software reuse by deposit reusable large grained modules as frameworks or common services.

Those three aspects are not orthogonal, i.e., the design in one aspect influences the decisions on other two. A systematic
solution is required. Confronted with those challenges, a novel conceptual model for ubiquitous computing space inspired by
natural adaptive systems (e.g. human society) is proposed in this paper. In this model, in virtue of software encapsulation,
devices have the reacting/joining capabilities, i.e., reacting to the changes in the environment and dynamically aggregating to
meet user requirements. To prevent our conceptual model being an empty talk and enable the reuse of adaptation in software
high-level design, this model is mapped into a practicable software architecture, UbiArch, based on the enhancement of
component technology and other maturing techniques. After that, to enable the reuse in the development process, a software
factory with a model-driven development process definition supports the construction of UbiArch-based applications is
developed; to enable the reuse at runtime, a middleware prototype is presented not only to support the proposed architecture
but also provides some other common services necessary for the adaptation in ubiquitous computing space.

In brief, our contribution is a systematic software engineering approach accompanied with necessary facilities. The systematicness
is embodied by three levels of the reuse of adaptation: software architecture, development process and runtime middleware. As
a result, adaptive applications can be constructed efficiently in ubiquitous computing space. The paper is structured as follows:
Section 2 introduces the conceptual model. Section 3 presents the software architecture mainly in a semi-formal style. Section 4
and 5 briefly introduce the software factory and the middleware prototype. Section 6 evaluates our work by several applications.
A survey of related work is presented in section 7.

2. Modeling Ubiqitous Computing Space with Inherent Adaptability

To some extent, computer discipline has been developed as a science in the images of the established natural sciences [6].
Similarly, while trying to seek an adaptive model for ubiquitous computing space, researchers can turn to natural adaptive
systems. Human society has been successfully lasted for thousands of years in virtue of its adaptability. In this system, each
man is autonomic, being able to react to his environments, and they can dynamically join specific organizations, such as
company and school, to deal with tasks collectively. This kind of organizational structure can be found in other natural adaptive
systems. In fact, the Complex Adaptive System (CAS) theory [7] in systems science argues that economy, the Biosphere, ant
colonies and other similar systems can be abstracted as a set of rule-based adaptive agents who can dynamically aggregate to
show collective adaptability further by emergence.

To model after the individuals in natural adaptive systems, the concept of Adaptive Unit is proposed in our style and then the
whole computing space is modeled based on it.
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1) Adaptive Unit. An Adaptive Unit is the software abstraction of a specific ubiquitous computing device provides the reacting/
joining capabilities. Reacting means that an Adaptive Units can actively react to the environmental changes. Joining
 means that an Adaptive Unit can dynamically join a collective, learn necessary skills and predefined rules, and then coordinate
with others in this collective.

In order to realize reacting/joining capabilities, Adaptive Unit has a reflection-based structure as shown in Figure.1a. The
Behavior Driven Engine on the meta-level gets changes in the environment from the Context Collectors, makes decisions and
invokes (or manages) the Behavior Executors that encapsulates concrete business logics. Another meta-level entity, the Application
Joining Engine, can dynamically get collective-specific knowledge, such as business logics or action rules, to ensure an
Adaptive Unit can participate in the collective.

2) Ubiquitous Computing Space. Since all devices are abstracted as Adaptive Units, ubiquitous computing space can be
abstracted as a set of them (Figure.1b). Those Adaptive Units dynamically aggregate according to user’s current requirements.
The aggregation is named as application. However, in contrast with traditional application, our application is formed by dynamic
aggregation and of open boundary which allows Adaptive Unit to join/quit at runtime. The aggregation process is guided by a
special Adaptive Unit, the ReqMapper, which can incarnate user’s requirement into computing space by capturing user’s
intention, initiating/re-mapping corresponding application and inviting (or waiting) Adaptive Units to join it.

a) Internal Structure of Adaptive Unit b) Pervasive Computing Space

c) Adaptation Process on the Micro and Macro Leve

Figure 1. A Conceptual Model of Ubiquitous computing space
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3) Adaptation in Our Model. Since ubiquitous computing is a superset of distributed computing [8], the adaptation in ubiquitous
computing can be divided into two levels. On the micro-level, each node should adaptable to the changes in its execution
environment (such as network bandwidth and physical locations). On the macro-level, the whole computing space is expected
to adapt itself to fulfill user’s requirements (such as printing a document) and provide invisible services.

The two triangular in Figure.1c is the essence of our model, which enables those two levels of adaptation. The micro-level
adaptation is realized by each Adaptive Unit’s reacting capability, and the macro-level adaptation is by the cooperation of
Adaptive Unit’s joining capability and the guidance of ReqMapper. They ensure that the whole computing space is inherently
adaptive.

3. Mapping Conceptual Model to Practicable Software Archtecture

According to [9], architecture is defined “by the recommended practice as the fundamental organization of a system, embodied
in its components, their relationships to each other and the environment, and the principles governing its design and evolution”.
It is important reuse means and can be studied on different levels, from common architecture style/pattern to concrete applications
[6]. This section focuses on how to map the above-mentioned conceptual model into a practicable and reusable software
architecture style, UbiArch, especially on how to realize the reacting/joining capability by the enhancement of mature software
technology, to prevent our model being an empty talk.

3.1 Overview of UbiArch
Component technology has been acknowledged as an effective way to enable software reuse. In terms of computing reflection,
component container can be regarded as the meta-level entity of those component instances running in it. For example, the
container can invoke component instances actively, control their lifecycle or manage the binding relationships among them.
However, traditional container is used to be just regarded as an execution environment [10]. The big potential of container hasn’t
been displayed yet. Based on this observation, the “base-level component + meta-level container” framework is introduced to
map the conceptual model in section 2 into a practicable architecture.

• Adaptive Unit. All base-level entities in Figure.1a are realized as components and all meta-level entities are embedded into the
container (Figure.2). The reacting process is realized by the coordination of base-level components and meta-level container,
and the joining process is implemented by the dynamic acquirement of application-specific parts including components and
meta-level action rules (policies).

Figure 2. Adaptive Unit in UbiArch
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• Application Aggregation. Theoretically, User requirements can be captured actively by reasoning on the contexts or primitively
by manual application selection. UbiArch natively supports the later, i.e., allowing users to select and start the desired application,
but not rule out the possibility of the former. The capability of ReqMapper to guide the application aggregation is implemented
by autonomic resource discovery/matching mechanisms and push/pull joining models which will be introduce dlater.

The UML-style meta-model of UbiArch is presented in Figure.3. All key concepts and their relationships in this figure will be
introduced later in a semi-formal style. It is composed of two views: The static view focuses on key concepts of UbiArch and the
dynamic view focuses on how to organize them at run-time.

Figure 3. Meta-model of UbiArch

3.2 Static View of UbiArch
Previous models of component-based software usually regard the well-defined port/interfaces as the only means for components
to interact with the outside world. However, the implicit interaction with the environment, such as collecting context or effecting
directly on the environment, cannot be ignored in the adaptive software as ever. Therefore, before introducing UbiArch key
concepts, such as components, Adaptive Units and applications, this concept has to be clarified. Note that in Def. 1, the key-
value model is adopted for context and provide a simple world abstraction based on it. In fact, complex context models such as
logical-based or ontology-based can be adopted in UbiArch if necessary.

Definition 1. (Environment) Context c is defined as <name, type>. Each context has a current value v. The environment of a
component E(Comp) can be defined as a set of context this component concerned.

3.2.1 Component Model
In UbiArch, components are software encapsulations composable and independently deployable. As base-level entities,
components provide data necessary for meta-level decision and bring those decisions into effect on physical or computing
space. In the component model of UbiArch, two kinds of components can be defined: context components that act as sensors
and behavior components that act as actuators.

Definition 2. (Context Event and Context Port) A context event ec can be defined as <c, v1, v2>, which refers to the fact that the
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context named c transit from value v1 to value v2. A context port CP is a port of component which can provide context events
related to a specific context.

Definition 3. (Context Component) A context component CComp can be defined as <SCPp, SCPr, F>, in which SCPp means the set
of context ports it provided, SCPr means the set of context ports it required, and F: SCPr ∪ Ε (CComp) → SCPp defines the function
of this component.

The Ε (CComp) in the definition domain of F means that’s output depends on both its well-defined input ports and its concerned
contexts.

Definition 4. (Behavior Component) A behavior component BComp can be defined as <SIp, SIr, SCPr, f>, in which SIp means the
set of interfaces it provided, SIr means the set of interfaces it required, SCPr means the context port it required, and f : SIr ∪ SCPr
→ SIp ∪ Ε (BComp) defines the function of this component.

Connector is a first-order entity in our architecture that supports the composition of components.

Definition 5. (Connector) If Comps is a set of component, Connector ConComps∈ mCP ∪ mI, in which mCP:{CPr ⎮∃ C ∈ Comps and
CPr  ∈ C. SCPr} → {CPr ⎮∃ C ∈ Comps and CPp ∈ C. SCPp} defines the depending relationships between provided and required
context ports, mI : {Ir ⎮∃ C ∈ Comps and Ir  ∈ C. SIr} → {Ip ⎮∃ C ∈ Comps and Ip ∈ C. SIp} defines the depending relationships
between provided and required interfaces.

According to [12], a component model is a definition of the semantics, the syntax and the composition of components. The
semantics and the composition is defined in Def. 3-5. With regarding to the syntax, a dedicated language named UCDL (UbiArch
Component Definition Language) is proposed to describe a component in UbiArch. An example fragment is shown in Table.1.

Table 1. A Fragment of UCDL-based Component Specification

3.2.2 Adaptive Unit and Application
Adaptive Unit has the policy-driven reacting capability and the download-based joining capability. Policy is the meta-level
action rules of Adaptive Unit. Except for enabling reflection-based adaptation, the introduction of policies into UbiArch has at
least the following two benefits: (1) Abstraction of adaptation logic that allows programmers focus on adaptation itself; (2)
Independent evolution of adaptability, for instance, policies can be dynamically modified without any modification on components.

The Event-Condition-Action (ECA) pattern [13] is adopted to define policies.

Definition 6. (Policy) Policy Pcomps is a set of rules in the form of  <event, conditions, actions> related to a component set

…

interface Fire Response {…}

component Fire Response Unit supports FireResponse

{

      uses interface Fire Valve;

      uses context string Location;

}

component ContextAggregation

{

      context int FirePossibility;

      uses context int SmokeDensity;

      uses context int Temperature;

}

…
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Comps, in which event is a trigger context event, conditions is the constraints on current context values, and actions is a set
of action related to Comps,, in which each can be an invocation on an interface of an element of Comps, a lifecycle management
action of an element of Comps, or a modification on a connector ConComps.

ECA-style policies are represented in XML in UbiArch. A simplified example is shown in Table 2. However, the real policies are
so complex that they have to be generated mechanically by the software factory we’ll present later.

<ID>Fire Alarm</ID>

<Type>ECA</Type>

<Event Type=”Simple Event”>

<Name>Context Aggregation. FirePossibility. Change</Name>

</OnEvent>

<Condition>

<Context Type=”short”>

<Name> ContextAggregateion. FirePossibility </Name>

</Context>

<Restriction>

<OpType> Over </OpType>

<Value>60</Value>

</Restriction>

<Condition>

<Action Type=”MethodInvocation”>

<ComponentInstance>FireResponseUnit</ComponentInstance>

<Method>

<Name>Alarm</Name>

<Parameter Flag=”IN” Type=”short”>

< Context> ContextAggregation. FirePossibility </Context>

    </Parameter>

</Method>

</Action>

Table 2. A Simple Policy Example

In order to realize the joining capability, the application-specifc part and non-application-specific part of an Adaptive Unit is
differentiated. The former is called AUShell and the later is called AUCore. AUShell is started along with the encapsulated
devices. The joining process is realized by the action that AUShell dynamically downloads AUCore.

Definition 7. (AUCore). AUCore is the set of application-specific entities of Adaptive Unit, which can be defined as <R,
Comps, Concomps

*, Pcomps
*>, in which R is the description of required resource to run it.

Definition 8. (AUShell) AUShell is the set of non - application-specific entities of Adaptive Unit, which can be defined as <R,
D, J, Env>, in which R is the description of the resource it encapsulated, D is the behavior-driven part being responsible for
interpreting policies, J is the application joining part being responsible for downloading AUCore dynamically, and Env is
the component runtime environment.
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Definition 9. (Adaptive Unit) Adaptive Unit AU= <AUCores, AUShell>, in which AUCores is a set of AUCore running in the
AUShell. The service implemented by an AU can be defined as ServiceAU = Comp.SIp, in which ∃ A ∈ AU.AU cores and Comp
∈ AUcore.Comp.

Note that in Def. 9, AUCores can be an empty set, i.e., an Adaptive Unit can be idle without joining any application. Based on all
those above definitions, the application can be defined as follows:

Definition 10. (Application) An application is a set of Adaptive Units dynamically aggregated to fulfill user’s requirements,
in which all required interfaces and context event ports have been resolved.

3.2.3 Dynamic View of UbiArch
Before introduce the aggregation process at length, the concepts of ubiquitous computing space and application package have
to be defined at first. A ubiquitous computing space can be defined as a set of AUShell, since it is supposed to start along with
the startup of corresponding device/resource. Note that in Def. 11, although the physical boundary of a pervasive space is fixed,
the set of AUShell is changing from time to time because of physical movements, energy problem, hardware failure, etc.

Definition 11. (Ubiquitous computing space) A ubiquitous computing space with predefined physical boundary PS =
{AUShell\the resource described by AUShell. R is located in the space}. The resource descriptions of a ubiquitous computing
space RPS = {AUShell.R\AUShell ∈ PS}

An application package contains the knowledge necessary to start an application that can be determined at development time.
An application, as defined in Def. 9, is a runtime instance of the application package.

Definition 12. (Application Package) An application Package AppPackage = AUcores, ExtraConns, ExtraRequiredServices>,
in which Extra Conns is a set of connectors among AUCores, and Extra Required Services is a set of service required by this
application but not implemented by any AU in AUCores. Resource requirement descriptions of an application package
RAppPackage{AUcore. R⎟  AUcore ∈ AppPackage}.

Then the concept of resource matching can be defined as follows:

Definition 13. (Resource Matching) Resource matching is a function m: RAppPackage → Rps, in which for each m(R1) = R2, R2 can
fulfill the requirement described by R1.

The dynamic aggregation process in UbiArch is described as follows. User intention capture is implemented primitively in a

Table 3. Application Mapping Algorithm
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manner that the user selects an application manually. The ReqMapper possesses a set of applications and allow the user to
select one. After the selection of an application package, the algorithm in Figure.6 will transparently map it into the ubiquitous
computing space, including mapping AUCores to AUShells and mapping extra required services to existing Adaptive Units.

In this algorithm, the resource matching function m can be found by resource discovery. Another possible way is that ReqMapper
waits for AUShell to actively find it. As thus two different aggregation model can be defineds: push model and pull model. In the
push model the ReqMapper actively finds desired AUShells by resource discovery and pushes AUCores to it, and in the pull
model the AUShell is statically configured to pull an AUCore from a fixed ReqMapper. Obviously, the former is flexible but more
complex and risky and the latter is in opposition. They fit for different scenarios and can be adopted by different AUCores in one
application. The service mapping process in line 10 can be realized by resource discovery as well. Since there are a lot of mature
discovery schemes [14], the implementation of resource discovery will not be discussed in this paper.

4. Developing UbiArch-based Applications In Software Factory

Software factory systematically captures knowledge of how to produce a family of software product, makes it available in a form
of assets such as models and tools, and automate software development by those assets [15]. It facilitates the development by
encouraging the reuse of architecture, components and know-how. Targeting at promoting the efficiency of developing UbiArch-
based adaptive applications, a software factory is presented in this section which is composed of three parts: a model-driven
development process, a Domain Specific Language (DSL) and an integrated modeling environment.

a) Development Process

b) An Excerpt of UbiDSL

Figure 4. Software Factory for UbiArch-based Adaptive Applications
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1) A Model-driven Development Process. The underlying motivation of Model Driven Development (MDD) is to improve
productivity by abstraction and automation [16]. The model-driven development process of UbiArch-based applications is
defined as follows (Figure.4a):

• Step1: Modeling adaptability and then the application. In software factory, a model is used to describe what kind of
architecture the domain-specific application should have. The meta-level and base-level of each software node has to be divided
at first, according to what adaptability is desired. Components, policies and extra required services are defined and then being
assembled to be Adaptive Unit and application further as shown in the lower half of Figure.4a.

• Step2: Mapping components and filling business logics. In this step, those components in the model are transformed into
UCDL and then a language-specific skeleton. Many complex but routine programming tasks, such as codes related to distribution,
have been implemented in this skeleton. Programmers only needs fill the actual business logics. Certainly, a COTS component
can be chosen directly in this step.

• Step3: Mapping the whole model into application package. Application model is mapped into application package in this
step. For example, the specified policy is mapped into the form shown in Table 3. Some necessary configuration parameters have
to be specified at first, such as the implementation package and the resource requirement description.

Note that modeling and implementing components can be a stand-alone process since components are supposed to be able to
be developed independently as reusable units.

2) A Domain-Specific Language. Software factory uses DSL to build application models. A dedicated graphical DSL, UbiDSL, is
introduced to model UbiArch-based adaptive software. It provides a set of primitives to describe components, policies, services,
Adaptive Units, applications, etc. In brief, this language is a comprehensive extension of the lower half of the meta-model shown
in Figure.3. It is built by the MetaGME language of GME [17]. An excerpt is shown in Figure.4b.

3) An Integrated Modeling Environment. UbiME, an integrated modeling environment, has been developed to provide necessary
support for the developers to build and manage models as well as translate them into concrete target codes, such as C++
skeletons and XML descriptors. It is implemented based on GME and consists of the meta-model (UbiDSL) and a set of
generators responsible for model transformation, such as Skeleton Generator and Policy Generator. A snapshot of this tool can
be found in Figure.9c.

5. Providing Runtime Support for UbiArch-Based Applications

Software architecture is usually accompanied by its runtime framework [18]. In this section, a middleware prototype, UbiStar, is
proposed to address the following three challenges (Figure 5):

Figure 5. UbiStar Overall Architecture
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1) Providing Native Support for UbiArch. In UbiStar, the context-aware communication layer is an enhancement of our previous
work presented in [19] which supports adaptive accessing protocol switch and the interoperation between heterogeneous
networks. The support of software architecture is concentrated in the AUShell layer. On the one hand, the facilities to enable
reacting/joining capability and the component runtime environment are implemented in this layer. On the other hand, an optional
module, the ReqMapper, can enable the Adaptive Unit to act as an initiator of an application. Besides, a resource discovery
service and an event service are provided to support the application mapping process and the context events being defined in
UbiArch respectively. The ReqMapper has a limited capability to upgrade an application online. For example, a policy in UbiME
can be modified and a new version of application package can be generated. The ReqMapper can upgrade all the instances of
this policy by the coordination of related AUShells.

2) Providing Common Services for Adaptation. With appropriate common services, programmers don’t need write everything
start from scratch. Up to now, three common services dedicated to software adaptation are available in UbiStar: Context
Management deals with contexts collection and aggregation; Natural Interaction adapts the human-machine interface to
different devices; Context-aware Storage provides a distributed and context-aware file system in UbiArch. Those services are
implemented in the form of either reusable components or Adaptive Unit-based applications.

3) Making the Middleware itself Adaptable. Since UbiStar will be part of adaptive applications at runtime, its implementation
should be adaptable as well. The micro-kernel design pattern is introduced into the AUShell layer. Only those parts in the micro-
kernel are indispensable and all the other parts are designed to be able to dynamically loaded or unloaded. For example, if an
AUShell runs on a sensor board and finds out that its current AUCore has no policy, it can unload all the parts in Decision sub
layer to reduce its footprint.

At present, AUShell with the communication layer can run on Windows and Linux-based desktop computer, WinCE/ Windows
Phone device and Raspberry Pi with embedded Linux.

6. Experiments and Results

Several UbiArch-based exemplificative applications have been constructed to show the effectiveness and generality of our
approach.

Table 4. Validation Coverage Matrix

Table 4 outlines what features of our approach each exemplificative application validates.

1) Monitoring Anywhere. This application targets at a simple scenario in chemical lab – monitoring long-term experiments by
camera anytime anywhere. For example, a person has to move away from her PC. When he gets into a taxi, the image of his current
important experiment will be automatically shown on the left corner of the screen in front of her seat. This transparent switch is
implemented by the joining/aggregation mechanisms in UbiArch: AUShells are started along with camera, desktop PC and
vehicle computer. When the desktop PC is shut off, the ReqMapper will transparently find the vehicle computer and mapping
part of the application to it by the algorithm shown in Table 3.
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The application package consists of two AUCores: Image Capturing and Image Showing. Image Capturing just contains a
context component outputs images captured by the camera as an event periodically. A smartphone is used to simulate the
vehicle computer, so the Image Showing AUCore has two versions of implementation: Windows-based and Windows Phone-
based. While the Adaptive Unit on smartphone receives an invitation to join the application, it downloads Windows Phone-
based version according to its own resource description. The connector between two Adaptive Units is switched transparently
by UbiStar.

2) Fire Alarm. This application is set in an intelligent building consists of numerous rooms. It simulated the fire alarm process
(Figure.6). When a room has been decorated, the AUShell running on its fire alarm-related devices will download its corresponding
AUCore from ReqMapper running on the building’s server. The adaptation logic that deals with fire alarm sensor’s data is
defined as policies. When a room’s usage has been changed or in other conditions, maybe the threshold of triggering fire alarm
ought to be changed. To achieve this goal, the adaptation policy should be modified and upgraded.

In the implementation, the temperature sensor is used on a RaspBerry Pi as the fire alarm detector, and the valve as well as the
alarm light is simulated by two AUShell running on PC.

Figure 6. Fire Alarm Application

c) A Running Snapshot

a) Simulated Scenario b) A Snapshot of Modeling in UbiME
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7. Dicsussion

Abstraction plays a central role in software reuse [20]. Conceptual model and software architecture are two high-level abstraction
ways related to our work. 1) Conceptual model. Several conceptual models for ubiquitous computing have been proposed. A
software reference architecture for smart environment named Perception is presented in [21]. Gaia presented a model for
ubiquitous computing space, Active Space, which is a physical space with well-defined boundary coordinated by a responsive
context-based software infrastructure [22]. An application model supports the percepts “device as portal”, “application as task”
and “physical surroundings as computing environment” is shown in [23]. The main difference between our model and existing
works is that adaptability is put first, since adaptability is the most important feature in the implementation dimension of
ubiquitous applications. 2) Software architecture. In particular, architecture-based adaptation has drawn a lot of attention in
ubiquitous computing [24-26]. The main difference of UbiArch is that the joining mechanism is introduced into software
adaptation and map it into a practicable architecture.

The programming language as well as corresponding tools for ubiquitous applications is an emerging topic. MUSIC, a development
framework and methodology for self-adapting applications in ubiquitous computing environments is presented in [27]. It
enables developers to decouple their program with concrete spaces by a high level of abstraction and dynamic discovery.
Besides, software engineering in adaptive software attracts more and more attention recently. Various software engineering
approach, such as design patterns, framework/middleware, AOP and requirement engineering, are also introduced into the
development of ubiquitous computing software [5]. In contrast with these work, our work aims at provide a systematic solution
to support both the development and running of self-adaptive software.

Software infrastructure for ubiquitous computing is another field highly related to our work. Gaia [22] is a distributed middleware
infrastructure for active space, which is composed of kernel, application framework and applications. It provides a set of
common services for ubiquitous computing, including space repository, event manager, context file system, presence, context,
etc. One.world[28] is an infrastructure which lays emphasis on embracing context change, encouraging ad hoc composition and
recognizing sharing as default. Other well-known software infrastructure prototypes include Aura [29], iROS [30], WComp[31],
etc. AIn contrast with those existing work, our work provides a systematic software engineering approach accompanied with
necessary facilities, instead of just a piece of infrastructure. And our work is based on UbiArch, an architecture supports not
only reacting but also joining.

8. Conclusion

Software engineering principles should be applied into the construction of adaptive pervasive software. Based on a novel model
of ubiquitous computing space, a systematic engineering solution composed of software architecture, factory and infrastructure
in this paper is proposed. Several exemplificative applications and third-party applications have been developed to validate the
effectiveness and generality of our approach. However, this paper just puts out the core idea and framework of our approach.
Our future work by an in-depth study of the collective behavior of Adaptive Units and the architecture-based online adaptation.
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